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J/ψ inclusive production in χbJ(nP ) decays
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Abstract We study J/ψ inclusive production in the decays of P -wave bottomonium χbJ(1P,2P ) for J=0,1,2.

Within the framework of the non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) factorization method we calculate the contri-

butions coming from four relevant processes including one color-singlet process and three color-octet ones,

which are bb̄(3PJ,1) → cc̄(3S1,8) + c+c̄, bb̄(3S1,8) → cc̄(3S1,1) + g+g, bb̄(3S1,8) → cc̄(3S1,1) + c+c̄ and

bb̄(3S1,8)→ cc̄(3S1,8)+g. Our calculation shows that the color-octet processes, especially the gluon fragmen-

tation one, contribute the most in the decays of χb0 and χb1. However, the J/ψ production in the χb2 decay is

dominated by the color-singlet process. Furthermore, the gluon fragmentation process gives a δ function in the

energy fraction distribution of J/ψ, which can be considered to be another characteristic for its identification.

From our estimation the branching ratio for these processes is about 10−4
−10−5, which indicates that J/ψ

inclusive production is detectable at B-factories. Studying these processes would help us to gain a deeper

understanding of the color-octet mechanism.
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1 Introduction

Heavy quarkonium, constituted by heavy quark

and anti-quark pair, plays an important role in the

study of high energy physics. On the one hand, a

large amount of such QQ̄ states could be produced at

various colliders, such as e+e−, ep, pp̄ or the forth-

coming large hadron collider (LHC). This large num-

ber of heavy quarkonium states make the accurate

study on this system possible. On the other hand, the

large scale of the heavy quark mass allows people to

investigate some of its properties within perturbative

QCD. The early work on the production and decay

of heavy quarkonium has been done within the color-

singlet model (CSM) [1]. In the 1980s, Barbieri, et

al. calculated the QCD corrections to P -wave heavy

quarkonia decays [2] and found infrared singularities,

which were expressed in terms of a logarithmic de-

pendence on the binding energy. In the calculation of

the relativistic corrections to S-wave heavy quarko-

nium decay, the singularity also appears [3]. To cure

these infrared divergence problems, Bodwin, Braaten

and Lepage [4] proposed that these infrared diver-

gences could be absorbed into the color-octet matrix

elements, which describe the transition of a color-

octet heavy quark pair into the physical state. They

then put forward the non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD)

effective theory [5], which has been verified to be

equal to the full QCD theory at one-loop level, to

describe the heavy quarkonium system. By introduc-

ing the color-octet mechanism (COM), the NRQCD

has made much impressive progress, such as solving

the infrared divergence problems in P -wave quarko-

nia decay calculations [4], reconciling the discrepan-

cies between the experimental data and theoretical

predictions on the ψ′ surplus problem at Tevatron

[6, 7], J/ψ photoproduction at LEP [8], and so on.

More references and detailed descriptions of NRQCD

progress can be found in Ref. [9].

Recently many works on the next-to-leading-order

(NLO) QCD correction in the production of heavy

quarkonium have been done. The NLO results on

the inclusive J/ψ production at B-factories in e+e−

annihilation indicate that the cross sections can be

described within the CSM [10]. This may give us a

hint that some of the long-distance matrix elements
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(LDMEs) in NRQCD are smaller than expected. The

NLO calculations of J/ψ production at Tevatron

show that the NLO results in the CSM are not large

enough to explain the experimental data [11]. More-

over, neither the NLO results in the CSM nor those

including the contributions from NLO results in the

COM can properly describe the J/ψ transverse mo-

mentum (pt) distribution and polarization at Teva-

tron [12, 13] simultaneously. The NLO result on the

production of J/ψ at HERA in the CSM cannot give

a good description not only on the pt distribution but

also on the polarization [14].

The inclusive production of charmed hadrons and

charmonium in the decays of bottomonium states is

also an interesting topic and has been widely studied.

In Ref. [15] the authors considered the production of

charm quark and J/ψ in the decay of Υ within the

color-evaporation model. The charm hadron produc-

tion in the decays of S and P -wave bottomonium is

systemically investigated in 1979 [16] and the ηc pro-

duction in the radiative decay of Υ has been studied

by Guberina [17]. Since the NRQCD factorization

approach came out, the production of charmonium,

especially the J/ψ state, in bottomonium decay has

been studied by many authors using this method [18].

The inclusive and exclusive production of charmo-

nium and charmed hadrons in the decay of ηb was

proposed to hunt and study the ground bottomonium

state in Refs. [19–21]. The exclusive double charmo-

nia production in the decays of Υ, ηb and P -wave

bottomonium χbJ was studied in Refs. [22, 23]. Re-

cently calculations of cc̄ production in bottomonium

decays have been performed at leading order [24, 25]

and next-to-leading order [26].

At B-factories more than 108 data of Υ(2S) and

Υ(3S) have been accumulated [27]. Because of the

large branch ratio of Υ(2S,3S)→χbJ(1P,2P )+γ, the

B-factories can provide many χbJ decay data. More-

over, the dilepton signal makes J/ψ a good candidate

to be studied. So in this work, we will investigate

the J/ψ inclusive production in χbJ decays within the

NRQCD framework. The rest of this paper is orga-

nized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the

factorization formula for χbJ → J/ψ+ X within the

NRQCD formalism and covariant projection method

used to calculated the short distance part of the pro-

cesses under consideration. The analytical and nu-

merical results of the color-singlet and the color-octet

processes will be given in Section 3. Finally, we draw

our conclusion and give some discussions about our

results.

2 Basic formulae

According to NRQCD the physical heavy quarko-

nium states χbJ and J/ψ have the following expan-

sions into Fock states [5]:

|χbJ〉 = O(1)|bb̄[3PJ,1]〉+O(vb)|bb̄[3S1,8]g〉+ . . . ,

(1a)

|J/ψ〉 = O(1)|cc̄[3S1,1]〉+O(vc)|cc̄[3PJ,8],g〉+

O(v2
c )|cc̄[3S1,8],gg〉+ . . . , (1b)

where vb and vc are the average relative velocities of

the bb̄ and cc̄ in χcJ and J/ψ respectively. So the in-

clusive decay rate of χbJ → J/ψ+X can be factorized

into the product of short-distance-coefficients (SDCs)

and the LDMEs given by

dΓ [χbJ → J/ψ+X] =
∑

m,n

dΓmn(bb̄[m]→ cc̄[n]+

X)〈χbJ|O(m)|χbJ〉〈OJ/ψ(n)〉, (2)

where dΓmn(bb̄[m] → cc̄[n] + X), the short dis-

tance part of the corresponding subprocess, could

be calculated perturbatively, and 〈χbJ|O(m)|χbJ〉 and

〈OJ/ψ(n)〉 the LDMEs could be determined phe-

nomenologically or by lattice simulation. m and n

in the above expression indicate the quantum states.

In the practical calculation the summation is trun-

cated according to the required theoretical accuracy.

The velocity scaling rule of the corresponding LDMEs

tells us that the color-octet contributions are of the

same order in the vb expansion as the color-singlet

ones in the initial state χbJ case. That is to say we

should consider both the bb̄[3PJ,1] and bb̄[3S1,8] in

leading order of vb. As for the J/ψ, there is only

the color-singlet process at leading order in vc. How-

ever, χbJ can annihilate into two gluons, one of which

can fragment into a color-octet cc̄ pair which will

then evolve into a J/ψ by emitting soft gluons. Al-

though the color-octet LDME has a v4
c suppression

compared with the color-singlet one, this color-octet

process can happen at the order of α3
s and has only

two final states, both of which may provide enhance-

ment effects. So in our calculation, we just consider

the color-singlet sub-process

bb̄[3PJ,1]→ cc̄[3S1,1]+c+c̄, (3)

and three color-octet sub-processes

bb̄[3PJ,1]→ cc̄[3S1,8]+g, (4a)

bb̄[3S1,8]→ cc̄ [3S1,1]+g+g, (4b)

bb̄[3S1,8]→ cc̄[3S1,1]+c+c. (4c)
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Using the standard spinor project method, the Feynman amplitude for bb̄[m]→ cc̄[n]+X can be expressed

as

M(bb̄[2S+1LJ,1(8)](p1)→ cc̄[2S+1LJ,1(8)](p2)+X(p3)) =

∑

s1,s2

∑

Lz,Sz

∑

i,j

∑

s3,s4

∑

Lz,Sz

∑

k,l

〈s1;s2 |SSz〉bb̄〈LLz;SSz | JJz〉bb̄〈3i; 3̄j | 1(8)〉bb̄×

〈s3;s4 |SSz〉cc̄〈LLz;SSz | JJz〉cc̄〈3k; 3̄l | 1(8)〉cc̄×










M(bi(pb,s1)b̄j(pb̄,s2)→ ck(pc,s3)c̄l(pc̄,s4)+X(p3)) (L = S),

εα(LZ)Mα(bi(pb,s1)b̄j(pb̄,s2)→ ck(pc,s3)c̄l(pc̄,s4)+X(p3)) (L = P ),

(5)

where 〈3i; 3̄j | 1〉 = δij/
√

Nc, 〈3i; 3̄j | 8〉 =
√

2T a,

〈s1;s2 | SSz〉 and 〈LLz;SSz | JJz〉 are the SU(3)-

color, SU(2)-spin and angular momentum Clebsch-

Gordan (C-G) coefficients. pb = p1/2 + qb, pb =

p1/2 − qb, pc = p2/2 + qc and pc = p2/2 − qc. 2qb

and 2qc are the relative momenta of bb̄ and cc̄, which

will be zero in the non-relativistic limit, and Mα is

the derivative of the amplitude with respect to qαb .

For the spin triplet states S = 1, the projection

operator of the Dirac spinor can be written in the

form of a product of γ matrices as [28]:

∑

s1s2

〈s1;s2 | 1Sz〉u(pb,s1)v̄(pb̄,s2) =
−1

2
√

2(Eb +mb)
×

(6pb +mb)
6pηb +2Eb

2Eb

6ε(Sz)(6pb̄−mb), (6a)

∑

s3s4

〈s3;s4 | 1Sz〉v(pc,s3)ū(pc̄,s4) =
−1

2
√

2(Ec +mc)
×

(6pc−mc) 6ε∗(Sz)
6p1 +2Ec

2Ec

(6pc̄ +mc), (6b)

where

Eb =
√

p2
χbJ

/2'mb

and

Ec =
√

p2
J/ψ/2'mc

at leading order in vb and vc respectively.

For the S-wave spin-triplet state with momentum

pi, (L = 0,S = 1), the sum over its spins is

Πµν(pi) =
∑

Sz

ε∗µ(Sz)εν(Sz) =−gµν+
piµpiν

p2
i

, (7)

where pi·ε = 0. For the spin-triplet P -wave state with

momentum pi we introduce εJ∗
αβ(Jz) to describe the

L-S coupling which is defined as
∑

LzSz

ε∗α(Lz)ε
∗

β(Sz)〈1Lz;1Sz|JJz〉= εJ∗αβ(Jz), (8)

and the sums over their all possible polarization states

for J=0,1,2 are

∑

Jz

ε0∗
αβ(Jz)ε

0
α1β1(Jz) =

1

3
Παβ(pi)Πα1β1(pi), (9a)

∑

Jz

ε1∗
αβ(Jz)ε

1
α1β1(Jz) =

1

2
(Παα1(pi)Πββ1(pi)−

Παβ1(pi)Πβα1(pi)), (9b)

∑

Jz

ε2∗
αβ(Jz)ε

2
α1β1(Jz) =

1

2
(Παα1(pi)Πββ1(pi)+

Παβ1(pi)Πβα1(pi))−
1

3
Παβ(pi)Πα1β1(pi). (9c)

The three body decay processes bb̄[3LJ ,1(8)](p0)→
p1 + p2 + p3 can be described in terms of the energy

fraction xi in the rest frame of the bb̄

xi =
2p0 ·pi

p2
0

,
∑

i

xi = 2. (10)

The three body phase space dΦ3 is then given by

dΦ3 =
∏

i=1,2,3

d3~pi
(2π)32Ei

·(2π)4δ4(pηb −p1−p2−p3) =

∏

i=1,2,3

2m2
b

(4π)3
dxiδ(2−

∑

xi). (11)

The variable x3 can be integrated out by applying

the delta function and then the phase space becomes

dΦ3 =
2m2

b

(4π)3

∫xmax
1

xmin
1

dx1

∫xmax
2

xmin
2

dx2. (12)

For the J/ψ+cc̄ production process the integral limits

are xmin
1 = 2r, xmax

1 = 1,

xmin
2 =

1

2



2−x1−
√

(1−x1)(x1−2r)(2r+x1)

1+r2−x1
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and

xmax
2 =

1

2



2−x1 +

√

(1−x1)(x1−2r)(2r+x1)

1+r2−x1



 ,

where r = mc/mb. For the J/ψ + g + g process

xmin
1 = 2r, xmax

1 = 1+r2,

xmin
2 =

1

2
(2−x1−

√

x2
1−4r2)

and

xmax
2 =

1

2
(2−x1 +

√

x2
1−4r2).

3 Analytical and numerical results

3.1 Color-Singlet part

As we have mentioned above, at the leading order

in αs, vc and vb, the color-singlet subprocess that con-

tributes to the J/ψ inclusive production in χbJ decay

is Eq. (3). The two Feynman diagrams for these pro-

cesses are shown in Fig. 1. Using the formulae given

in the above section, the matrix elements for these

processes are

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagrams for the color-singlet process χbJ → cc̄[3S1,1]+c+c̄.

|Mχb0

J/ψ+cc̄|2 = − 32α4
sCAC2

Fπ
2

9m11
b mc(x1−2)4(x2−1)2(x1 +x2−1)2

((x2−1)(9x5
1 +(x2−125)x4

1 +

(600−76x2)x
3
1 +4(10x3

2−6x2
2 +113x2−285)x2

1 +48(x4
2−3x3

2 +3x2
2−15x2 +20)x1 +

16(x5
2−5x4

2 +10x3
2−10x2

2 +23x2−19))m4
b+m2

c(−2x5
1 +(8x2 +25)x4

1 +

8(9x2
2−32x2−1)x3

1 +8(16x3
2−88x2

2 +188x2−57)x2
1 +

32(2x4
2−21x3

2 +66x2
2−95x2 +33)x1−16(13x4

2−52x3
2 +114x2

2−124x2 +40))m2
b−

3m4
c(x

2
1 +4(x2−3)x1 +4(x2

2−2x2 +4))2), (13)

|Mχb1

J/ψ+cc̄|2 = − 64α4
sCAC2

Fπ
2

9m9
bmc(x1−2)4(x2−1)2(x1 +x2−1)2

((−2x5
1 +(17−8x2)x

4
1 +

(−8x2
2 +88x2−92)x3

1 +4(22x2
2−72x2 +51)x2

1 +16(2x3
2−13x2

2 +23x2−12)x1 +

16(x2−1)2(x2
2−2x2 +4))m2

c +m2
bx

2
1(x2−1)(9x3

1 +(13x2−29)x2
1 +

8(x2−2)2x1 +4(x3
2−3x2

2 +5x2−3))), (14)

|Mχb2

J/ψ+cc̄|2 = − 64α4
sCAC2

Fπ
2

45m11
b mc(x1−2)4(x2−1)2(x1 +x2−1)2

((x2−1)(9x5
1 +(x2−17)x4

1 +

8(16x2 +3)x3
1 +8(5x3

2 +21x2
2−56x2 +6)x2

1 +48(x4
2−x3

2−9x2
2 +13x2−2)x1 +

16(x5
2−5x4

2 +x3
2 +17x2

2−16x2 +2))m4
b +m2

c(−2x5
1 +(8x2 +1)x4

1 +

4(18x2
2−49x2 +22)x3

1 +4(32x3
2−149x2

2+262x2−126)x2
1 +16(4x4

2−

36x3
2 +99x2

2−118x2+51)x1−32(5x4
2−20x3

2 +36x2
2−32x2 +14))m2

b−

3m4
c(x

4
1 +4(2x2−3)x3

1 +8(3x2
2−8x2 +7)x2

1 +16(2x3
2−7x2

2 +8x2−6)x1 +

16(x4
2−4x3

2 +6x2
2−4x2 +4))), (15)
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where CA=3, CF=4/3.

To obtain the numerical results, we take mb =

4.65 GeV, mc = 1.5 GeV and αs(mb)=0.22. The val-

ues of the wave function at the origin for J/ψ and the

first derivative of the wave function for χbJ are chosen

as |RJ/ψ(0)|2 = 0.81 GeV3, |R(χbJ)′
1P (0)|2 = 1.417 GeV3,

which are calculated with Buchmüller-Tye poten-

tial [29]. The LDMEs are expressed as:

〈OJ/ψ
1 (3S1)〉=

6Nc|RJ/ψ(0)|2
4π

,

〈χbJ(nP )|O1(
3PJ )|χbJ(nP )〉=

6Nc|R′

nP (0)|2
4π

. (16)

In Fig. 2 we show the scaled energy distribu-

tions of J/ψ in the color-singlet decay channels for

χbJ(1P,2P ). It can be seen that the decays of χb0

and χb1 give a relatively flat scaled energy distribu-

tion for J/ψ, and that of χb2 shows a maximum value

at x1 ≈ 0.93. The decay widths of the color-singlet

channel for χbJ(1P,2P ) are presented in Table 1. The

width of χb2(1P,2P ) is larger than that of the others,

which is consistent with the result shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1. The decay width for the J/ψ inclusive

production from Eq. (3). (unit: keV).

J=0 J=1 J=2

χbJ(1P ) 6.33 ×10−2 2.30 ×10−3 1.18 ×10−1

χbJ(2P ) 7.39 ×10−2 2.68 ×10−3 1.37 ×10−1

3.2 Color-Octet parts

For the J/ψ inclusive production in χbJ decays

through the color-octet mechanism, there are three

processes shown in Eq. (4), which have 2, 6 and 5

Feynman diagrams respectively. We plot the typical

ones in Fig. 3. Using the method that is presented

above, we can easily obtain the |M |2 for the processes

as follows

Fig. 2. The J/ψ scaled energy distribution for the processes (a) χbJ(1P )→ J/ψ+cc̄; (b) χbJ(2P )→ J/ψ+cc̄.

The solid, dotted and dashed lines correspond to the results of χb0, χb1 and χb2 respectively. The result of

χb1 (dotted line) is multiplied by a scale factor of 10.

Fig. 3. The typical Feynman diagrams for the color-octet processes: (a) for χbJ → cc̄[3S1,8] + g; (b) for

bb̄[3S1,8]→ J/ψ+g+g; (c1) and (c2) for bb̄[3S1,8]→ J/ψ+c+c̄.
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|Mχb0

cc̄[3S1,8]+g
|2 =

4α3
sCACFπ

2

9m3
bm

3
c (m2

b−m2
c)

2 (m2
c −3m2

b)
2
, (17)

|Mχb1

cc̄[3S1,8]+g
|2 =

8α3
sCACFπ

2

9mbmc (m3
b−mbm2

c)
2 (m2

b +m2
c) , (18)

|Mχb2

cc̄[3S1,8]+g
|2 =

8α3
sCACFπ

2

45m3
bm

3
c (m2

b−m2
c)

2 (6m4
b +3m2

cm
2
b +m4

c) , (19)

|M8
J/ψ+gg|2 =

8α4
s (C2

A−4)CFπ
3

9m5
bmc(x1−2)2((x2−1)m2

b+m2
c)

2(m2
c −m2

b(x1 +x2−1))2
((x2−1)(x3

2−

3x2
2 +x2 +x2

1(x2 +1)+2x1(x
2
2−x2−1)+1)m8

b+2m2
c(x

4
1 +2(x2−3)x3

1 +

(3x2
2−12x2 +16)x2

1 +(2x3
2−12x2

2 +22x2−17)x1 +x4
2−4x3

2 +10x2
2−

12x2 +6)m6
b +m4

c(−4x3
1 +(21−6x2)x

2
1 +(−6x2

2 +26x2−46)x1 +14(x2
2−

2x2 +2))m4
b+2m6

c(x
2
1 +(x2−5)x1 +x2

2−2x2 +8)m2
b+m8

c). (20)

The |M |2 for bb̄[3S1,8]→ J/ψ+c+c̄ is too tedious

to be presented here. Compared with the color-singlet

processes, there are another two parameters needed

to calculate the numerical results. One of them is

the color-octet matrix element 〈OJ/ψ
8 (3S1)〉 that de-

scribes the transition from cc̄[3S1,8] to a J/ψ. We

set it as 1.06 × 10−2 GeV3 that is extracted from

the hadroproduction of J/ψ [30]. The other one is

〈χbJ|O8(
3S1)|χbJ〉. As in Ref. [24] we use the re-

lation ρ8 = m2
b〈χbJ|O8(

3S1)|χbJ〉mb/〈χbJ|O8(
3PJ)|χbJ〉

and choose ρ8 =0.1. So the decay widths can be ob-

tained and are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The contributions to the J/ψ+X production in the decay of χbJ(1P,2P ) from color-octet processes

are listed.(unit: keV)

χb0(1P ) χb1(1P ) χb2(1P ) χb0(2P ) χb1(2P ) χb2(2P )

Eq. (4a) 1.66 ×10−1 4.54×10−3 4.99×10−2 1.93×10−1 5.29×10−3 5.82×10−2

Eq. (4b) 1.32×10−3 1.54×10−3

Eq. (4c) 2.57×10−3 3.00×10−3

Fig. 4. The J/ψ scaled energy distribution for the processes bb̄[3S1,8]→ J/ψ+gg(solid lines) and bb̄[3S1,8]→

J/ψ+cc̄ (dashed lines). (a) The results on χbJ(1P ) decay; (b) The results on χbJ(2P ) decay.
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In Fig. 4 the J/ψ scaled energy distributions for

χbJ(
3S1,8) → J/ψ+ cc̄ and χbJ(

3S1,8) → J/ψ+ gg

are shown. It can be seen that the energy of J/ψ

coming from χbJ(
3S1,8) → J/ψ+ cc̄ is mainly dis-

tributed over the middle of the region with a peak

at x1 ≈ 0.72. The scaled energy distribution of J/ψ

from χbJ(
3S1,8) → J/ψ+gg is relatively flat almost

in the whole region and it does not go to zero at the

endpoint that is different from the other processes

with three final states. However, the decay widths

for these two color-octet processes are too small com-

pared with that of χb0 and χb2 except for the de-

cay of χb1. For the gluon fragmentation processes,

the momentum of J/ψ is fixed as a δ function at

|p |= (M 2
χbJ

−M 2
J/ψ)/2MχbJ

.

To obtain the branch ratio of these decay chan-

nels, the total width of χbJ(1P,2P ) should be given.

Also from the NRQCD factorization formula, the

leading-order cross section for χbJ →light hadron(LH)

can be presented as

Γ [χbJ →LH] = AJ(Λ)
〈χbJ|O1(

3PJ)|χbJ〉
m4

b

+

A8(Λ)
〈χbJ|O8(

3S1)|χbJ〉Λ
m2

b

. (21)

The coefficients AJ and A8 are calculated in

Refs. [2, 5, 31] as

A0 =
3CF

Nc

πα2
s , A2 =

4CF

5Nc

πα2
s , A8 =

1

3
nfπα2

s ,

A1(Λ) =
CFα3

s

Nc

[(

587

54
− 317

288
π2

)

CA+

(

−16

27
− 4

9
lg

Λ

2mb

)

nf

]

, (22)

where Nc = 3, nf = 4, and Λ = mb. Because

χbJ(1P,2P ) has a large branching ratio for the tran-

sition into the lower bottomonium states, we use the

following expression to estimate their total width

Γtotal =
Γ (χbJ →LH)

1−BrΣtransition

. (23)

The branching ratios are taken from PDG08 [32].

Here we list the total width for χbJ(1P, 2P ) in Ta-

ble 3.

The branching ratios for the color-singlet and

color-octet channels are also presented in Table 3.

From the results it can be seen that the contributions

from the color-octet channel are about 2–3 times that

of the color-singlet ones for J/ψ production in the

decays of χb0 and χb1. In the case of χb2 decay, the

color-singlet contribution is about 2 times that of the

color-octet one. Anyway, the branching ratios show

that the J/ψ inclusive production is a detectable pro-

cess at B-factories.

Table 3. The total decay width of χbJ(1P, 2P ) estimated by Eq. (21) and Eq. (23) and the branch ratios for

the color-singlet and color-octet processes.(unit of Γtotal: keV)

χb0(1P ) χb1(1P ) χb2(1P ) χb0(2P ) χb1(2P ) χb2(2P )

Γtotal 250 130 163 290 144 198

Brsinglet 2.53×10−4 1.77×10−5 7.24×10−4 2.55×10−4 1.86×10−5 6.92×10−4

Broctet 6.80×10−4 6.42×10−5 3.30×10−4 6.81×10−4 6.83×10−5 3.17×10−4

4 Conclusion

In this work we have investigated the J/ψ inclu-

sive production in the decays of χbJ(1P,2P ) within

the NRQCD factorization approach. It includes four

sub-processes. The decay widths, branching ratio and

scaled energy distribution of the J/ψ have been stud-

ied. The numerical results indicate that the color-

octet processes give an important contribution to

the decays of χb0 and χb1, especially the gluon frag-

mentation process. For the decays of χb0 and χb1,

the contribution coming from the gluon fragmenta-

tion process is about 2 times that of the color-singlet

ones. But the contrary is true for the decay of the

χb2. The color-octet process bb̄(3S1,8)→ J/ψ+c+c̄

mainly contributes to the decay of χb1 and can al-

most be ignored in the decays of the χb0 and χb2.

Furthermore, the scaled energy distributions for the

gluon fragmentation process give a δ function at

|p |= (M 2
χbJ

−M 2
J/ψ)/2MχbJ

. In view of the large decay

widths of this fragmentation process, the experimen-

tal measurements on the J/ψ scaled energy distribu-

tion will help us to study the color-octet mechanism

in NRQCD.
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